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Please enter your email below if you'd like to be notified when it's available. Buying from ZZP
ensures nearly instant response on emailed questions, fast turn around, prompt core refunds,
and a phone number you can call if you need to. Here at ZZP, we own our own chassis dyno
ensuring the maximum performance on our products. With just a tune, we can add about 40whp
and 80 ft lbs. Typical dyno numbers are whp and ft lbs depending on what clutch the car has. If
the car has a stock clutch we reduce the torque a little to keep it from slipping. We offer our
"F40" 6 speed conversion, if you have it, the PCM will need to be tweaked to correct the
speedometer. This requires cutting the factory wires and soldering in the new connectors.
These do not require cutting or soldering. Simply plug them in to the existing connectors and
you are ready to go. We highly recommend installing the GM Stage 1 sensors along with the
PCM because the factory sensors have been known to fail on stock boost levels, so when our 1.
We have a file and a lower charge pipe to make it simple for you to do this. We can not guaranty
files for aftermarket MAF tubes that are not our off the shelf units. The stock clutch can not
handle a full hard hitting boost PCM file without slipping. If we ship you a used ECU and TCU
automatic trans core then you would have to pay a refundable core charge which is returned to
you when you ship us back your original core s. Cores must be unlocked and in working
condition. If a returned core is deemed un-useable we will inform you, send the core back, and
you will not be refunded. If you returned your stock used core we would offer you an in store
credit for it. If you want to avoid paying a core charge you can either ship us your core s to flash
and return, or if you have HPTuners we can email you a file to upload yourself. If you select "I'm
sending in my core first" your order will be held until we receive your core s to flash. Core
charge option is not available for Saturn models. Be aware that when you purchase and start
the remote tuning process you are purchasing our tuning services, not diagnostic services. The
tune will be put together assuming you have all necessary sensors, boost lines, vacuum lines,
etc hooked up correctly. Once you and the tuner have verified that the car is running well and
you're both happy with the tune you have 7 days to request any changes. Email me a file: This
option requires access to HPTuner software. After placing your order, you will need to read the
current file and send it to us for editing. We will then email you a new file. It will allow you to
read your stock file, email it to us for modification, we email you back a modified tune, you
upload it to your ECU, and send us a scan, then if additional tweaks are needed, we can modify
the file again to perfect it. Since you are keeping your stock PCM core, this will retain your
remote start feature. The advantage of using ours is that it comes pre-configured with the
tuning and scanning software required so you can simply charge the laptop, power it up and get
started immediately. We can assist you if you have any questions or custom tuning
requirements. Core charges are based on 14 days and there will be additional charges if cables
or laptops are kept for longer periods. Can I change your PCMs with my tuning software? We do
not lock our PCMs. In fact, we will assist you with the tuning of our 1. You can email us your. We
are familiar with all of the features found in HP tuners and other tuning software. How much HP
will I gain? HP varies from car to car. On most setups you can expect to gain 35 WHP. Will this
PCM void my warranty? Our PCMs are not distinguishable from stock by the dealer. What if I
don't like something about my PCM? Cars of the same year and type can vary. If you receive
your PCM and don't like something with it; simply ship the PCM back within 30 days and we'll
make the change at no charge. All you'll owe is the return shipping money. Will I pass
emissions with this PCM? Yes, if you passed before this tune, you will pass after this tune. This
PCM does not alter emissions. How strict are you on the core charge? If you have to send back
your PCM because of an issue, or are in process of checking something out with the PCM, or
working with us on adjusting the file with your tuning software, we will gladly allow you extra
time to return your core. If you have an issue with your PCM or install, the core return allowance
of 14 days will be extended until the issue is resolved. Can you dyno tune my car? We have a
chassis dyno, that we operate 6 days a week. Do you recommend any particular setups? What
is 1st gear boost reduction? This feature limits the boost in 1st gear to aid in traction and
launching. How do I perform a security relearn? For the seed key relearn, this is the procedure:.
Return labels are only available for the lower 48 states. Warranty replacements are offered for 1
year on defective products. ZZPerformance Attn: Order enter your order number here 28th st.
SW Wyoming, MI Boostane is a safe octane booster that actually works, unlike the generic
"octane boosters" found at your local auto parts stores. We have noticed large spikes in fuel
inconsistency since the beginning of the pandemic, so sometimes it's hard to point out if
there's an issue with the car being knock limited or just the quality of fuel. While tuning if you
add Boostane and notice the KR subside, then your problem lies in your fuel. Works great,
definitely a different animal with the sensors upgrade with it. This tune made the car so much
more fun to drive. This should be one of the first upgrades you do. I absolutely love ZZP's line
of ecotec products! The quality of these parts are that of a factory performance option with a

much better finish, they fit and look so awesome the intercooling tubing is wrinkle coated and
fits better than factory. The exhaust is real stainless and sounds incredible. Both cars now
make 25psi and have loads more power, and to ice the cake i went from getting 27mpg mixed
driving to 30 to 32 mpg. More power better looks and better milage for a price i can afford thank
you zzp! Keep up the good work! Works as stated. View account. Your Cart. Leave a note with
your order. Continue Shopping. Your cart is currently empty. Click here to continue shopping.
Add to Cart. Your Email Send. More Info - The stock 5 speed transmission is a "F35". FAQ 1.
What octane do I need to run? Premium gas is required. For the seed key relearn, this is the
procedure: You can open and close the door- It doesn't matter. You will need to get in and out
since you need to push in the clutch. Depress the clutch and try to start the car. If it does not
turn over, let off, but leave the key in the run position. The security light should be lit up on the
dash. Wait 10 minutes you can open the door and get out. The security light on the dash will
turn off after 10 minutes. Turn the key off for 5 seconds, then depress the clutch and try to start
the car. The car should start on this attempt. Customer Reviews. Customer Photos. Reviews
Questions. Title of Review. How was your overall experience? Thank you for submitting a
review! Your input is very much appreciated. Share it with your friends so they can enjoy it too!
Facebook Twitter. Clear filters. More Filters. United States. Was this helpful? Great upgrade.
Thanks for contacting us! We'll get back to you as soon as possible. Thanks for subscribing.
Top definition. I tried to get on cobaltss. Feb 23 Word of the Day. The process of searching a
building for an empty bathroom. A successful bowl search typically relieves the frustration of
uncomftorably defecating around others, although in less frequent cases the desire to urinate
alone is a factor. Bowl searching can be done anywhere although it is most prevelant on college
campuses. Jeez , what's taking so long? Cobalt SS. The successor to the Chevy Cavalier. The
base model, ls, lt, ltz all come with a hp 2. The SS Non supercharged comes with a hp 2. The SS
Supercharged has a hp 2. Wow that cobalt ss 4 door just ran a It is a performance coupe. One of
the newest members of Chevrolet's SS line of factory vehicles. The Cobalt SS is powered by a 2.
Expect quarter mile times in the 13 second range. The SS pricing starts at around 20, The SRT-4
let the Cobalt jump ahead then pwned his bitch ass. A cheap economy car that was supposed to
be Chevy's answer to the SRT-4 , but fell far from the mark. The car has a supercharger that just
can't supply the kind of power that the SRT-4 can. Typically people who purchase this car are
total Chevy nut jobs who can't face reality, that regardless of what track, drag strip , or rally
event you go to, the Cobalt SS will never be as quick as the SRT Eee-o eleven UrbDic Rush B
Cyka Blyat Pimp Nails Backpedaling Anol Wetter than an otter's pocket TSIF Please enter your
email below if you'd like to be notified when it's available. Buying from ZZP ensures nearly
instant response on emailed questions, fast turn around, prompt core refunds, and a phone
number you can call if you need to. Here at ZZP, we own our own chassis dyno ensuring the
maximum performance on our products. With just a tune, we can add about 40whp and 80 ft lbs.
Typical dyno numbers are whp and ft lbs depending on what clutch the car has. If the car has a
stock clutch we reduce the torque a little to keep it from slipping. We offer our "F40" 6 speed
conversion, if you have it, the PCM will need to be tweaked to correct the speedometer. This
requires cutting the factory wires and soldering in the new connectors. These do not require
cutting or soldering. Simply plug them in to the existing connectors and you are ready to go. We
highly recommend installing the GM Stage 1 sensors along with the PCM because the factory
sensors have been known to fail on stock boost levels, so when our 1. We have a file and a
lower charge pipe to make it simple for you to do this. We can not guaranty files for aftermarket
MAF tubes that are not our off the shelf units. The stock clutch can not handle a full hard hitting
boost PCM file without slipping. If we ship you a used ECU and TCU automatic trans core then
you would have to pay a refundable core charge which is returned to you when you ship us
back your original core s. Cores must be unlocked and in working condition. If a returned core
is deemed un-useable we will inform you, send the core back, and you will not be refunded. If
you returned your stock used core we would offer you an in store credit for it. If you want to
avoid paying a core charge you can either ship us your core s to flash and return, or if you have
HPTuners we can email you a file to upload yourself. If you select "I'm sending in my core first"
your order will be held until we receive your core s to flash. Core charge option is not available
for Saturn models. Be aware that when you purchase and start the remote tuning process you
are purchasing our tuning services, not diagnostic services. The tune will be put together
assuming you have all necessary sensors, boost lines, vacuum lines, etc hooked up correctly.
Once you and the tuner have verified that the car is running well and you're both happy with the
tune you have 7 days to request any changes. Email me a file: This option requires access to
HPTuner software. After placing your order, you will need to read the current file and send it to
us for editing. We will then email you a new file. It will allow you to read your stock file, email it
to us for modification, we email you back a modified tune, you upload it to your ECU, and send

us a scan, then if additional tweaks are needed, we can modify the file again to perfect it. Since
you are keeping your stock PCM core, this will retain your remote start feature. The advantage
of using ours is that it comes pre-configured with the tuning and scanning software required so
you can simply charge the laptop, power it up and get started immediately. We can assist you if
you have any questions or custom tuning requirements. Core charges are based on 14 days and
there will be additional charges if cables or laptops are kept for longer periods. Can I change
your PCMs with my tuning software? We do not lock our PCMs. In fact, we will assist you with
the tuning of our 1. You can email us your. We are familiar with all of the features found in HP
tuners and other tuning software. How much HP will I gain? HP varies from car to car. On most
setups you can expect to gain 35 WHP. Will this PCM void my warranty? Our PCMs are not
distinguishable from stock by the dealer. What if I don't like something about my PCM? Cars of
the same year and type can vary. If you receive your PCM and don't like something with it;
simply ship the PCM back within 30 days and we'll make the change at no charge. All you'll owe
is the return shipping money. Will I pass emissions with this PCM? Yes, if you passed before
this tune, you will pass after this tune. This PCM does not alter emissions. How strict are you on
the core charge? If you have to send back your PCM because of an issue, or are in process of
checking something out with the PCM, or working with us on adjusting the file with your tuning
software, we will gladly allow you extra time to return your core. If you have an issue with your
PCM or install, the core return allowance of 14 days will be extended until the issue is resolved.
Can you dyno tune my car? We have a chassis dyno, that we operate 6 days a week. Do you
recommend any particular setups? What is 1st gear boost reduction? This feature limits the
boost in 1st gear to aid in traction and launching. How do I perform a security relearn? For the
seed key relearn, this is the procedure:. Return labels are only available for the lower 48 states.
Warranty replacements are offered for 1 year on defective products. ZZPerformance Attn: Order
enter your order number here 28th st. SW Wyoming, MI Boostane is a safe octane booster that
actually works, unlike the generic "octane boosters" found at your local auto parts stores. We
have noticed large spikes in fuel inconsistency since the beginning of the pandemic, so
sometimes it's hard to point out if there's an issue with the car being knock limited or just the
quality of fuel. While tuning if you add Boostane and notice the KR subside, then your problem
lies in your fuel. Works great, definitely a different animal with the sensors upgrade with it. This
tune made the car so much more fun to drive. This should be one of the first upgrades you do. I
absolutely love ZZP's line of ecotec products! The quality of these parts are that of a factory
performance option with a much better finish, they fit and look so awesome the intercooling
tubing is wrinkle coated and fits better than factory. The exhaust is real stainless and sounds
incredible. Both cars now make 25psi and have loads more power, and to ice the cake i went
from getting 27mpg mixed driving to 30 to 32 mpg. More power better looks and better milage
for a price i can afford thank you zzp! Keep up the good work! Works as stated. View account.
Your Cart. Leave a note with your order. Continue Shopping. Your cart is currently empty. Click
here to continue shopping. Add to Cart. Your Email Send. More Info - The stock 5 speed
transmission is a "F35". FAQ 1. What octane do I need to run? Premium gas is required. For the
seed key relearn, this is the procedure: You can open and close the door- It doesn't matter. You
will need to get in and out since you need to push in the clutch. Depress the clutch and try to
start the car. If it does not turn over, let off, but leave the key in the run position. The security
light should be lit up on the dash. Wait 10 minutes you can open the door and get out. The
security light on the dash will turn off after 10 minutes. Turn the key off for 5 seconds, then
depress the clutch and try to start the car. The car should start on this attempt. Customer
Reviews. Customer Photos. Reviews Questions. Title of Review. How was your overall
experience? Thank you for submitting a review! Your input is very much appreciated. Share it
with your friends so they can enjoy it too! Facebook Twitter. Clear filters. More Filters. United
States. Was this helpful? Great upgrade. Thanks for contacting us! We'll get back to you as
soon as possible. Thanks for subscribing. My cobalt has a misfire in 1 cyl. Reelin68 answered 7
years ago. What did the other cylinders test at? If they were much higher, then I would say you
have a bad piston ring on the 1 cylinder. Check out what this guy says on the first post Will
check in the post suggested Thank you again. My car would rev up to 3 RPM if not higher at
times before taking off in drive. I think my transmission was slipping before. I have a chevy
cobalt with a 2. I have a cobalt and while driving it the doors starting locking and unlocking at
fast speed then the tack and speedometer goes crazy and finally the car stalls. Wait a few
minutes and it starts a I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. I have a cobalt LT 2. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a

new Chevrolet Cobalt question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Chevrolet Cobalt Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Please enter your email below if you'd like
to be notified when it's available. For those anxiously waiting for the production release of the
HTVLSJ, we are proud to announce the product is available. As many of you are already aware,
from the buzz in the Harrop wants all users to be well-informed of the performance advantages
of the HTV supercharger. This upgraded supercharger is larger then the production equipped
M62 it replaces 1. Bolt-on solution for the 2. Alternative diameters will be available upon
request. Designed for the higher-flowing LS4 throttle body, but the original throttle body will
also fit. Powder-coat finish is standard. The supercharger is a sealed unit that requires no
maintenance other than typical OE-style checks. This review is solely for the suoercharger and
in no way reflects ZZP. This item is a pain to install due to it's size. Direct fit means just that and
installation requires some modifications. The bolts are a pain to tighten due to the size of the
rotor case. Also trying to make the map sensor clear the snout case aggravated me. I ended up
turning my map sensor around backwards and the only thing holding it down is 1 Allen bolt on
the corner of the snout. I was not impressed with this fitment issue. Overall , good product. Use
patience. View account. Your Cart. Leave a note with your order. Continue Shopping. Your cart
is currently empty. Click here to continue shopping. Harrop TVS Supercharger. Default Title.
Add to Cart. Your Email Send. Customer Reviews. Customer Photos. Reviews Questions. Title
of Review. How was your overall experience? Thank you for submitting a review! Your input is
very much appreciated. Share it with your friends so they can enjoy it too! Facebook Twitter.
Clear filters. More Filters. Was this helpful? Thanks for contacting us! We'll get back to you as
soon as possible. Thanks for subscribing. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given
below only. It can't be beat! Once the inventory dwindles the price will go back up. Don't miss
out on this end of year deal! Original New GM. Front Brembo 4 piston brake calipers left and
right. With Power Stop Ceramic Brake pads. With Pin Kit and brake pad shim hardware. May
work for other vehicles. All international orders will ship via DHL Express. When making the
auction it doesn't let us select DHL as a shipping option, but that is the shipping service we use
for all international shipments. Thanks for shopping! Good replacement calipers or a great
upgrade to your Saab. NOS Calipers that work great. I have parts to rebuild them when I need to.
Not a bad deal for new GM calipers. Easy install. Works great. Nothing bad to say. I used
different pads and pin kit that I already bad, so now just have extras. Car stops like a a beast.
Top quality; perfect fit. Totally worth it knowing they are new minty OEM quality. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to
enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in
new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More
See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist
Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping items may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your
country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item
location:. Grand Rapids, Michigan, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between Mon. Estimated
delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code,
destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and
receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Chevy
2. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience
only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to
complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility

information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2
is recommended. Search within store. Our listings are generally "Buy It Now", meaning payment
will be due at the time of purchase. We can only ship to the address provided upon checkout!
Most domestic US. International orders may take business days. ZZPerformance provides you
with highly specific technical information, not found anywhere else. Please feel free to contact
us with any questions or concerns via our contact page. Just click the "contact button" at the
top of the page. If you are not signed into your eBay account you will be prompted to do so.
Thank you. ZZPerformance is the highest rated seller for aftermarket specialty items. All
manufacturers names, symbols, and descriptions, used in our images and text are used solely
for identification purposes only. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the
seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will
be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No
returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new
window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Positive feedback. Fast shipping and good
product! A pleasant buying experience! Highly recommend. Great,new calipers,fast shipping.
Now i can replace the old ones.. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews. X
Previous image. Very pleased Easy install. Car stops like a a beast X Previous image.
Everything is great thanks!! Why is this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Expedited International
Shipping. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of
mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with
more than three repairs. To see how frequently Chevrolet Cobalt problems occur, check out our
car reliability stats. All years. Chevrolet Cobalt repairs by problem area. Chevrolet Cobalt
transmission repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair
costs? Chart based on 32 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under
warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Just living with it
now. Shifter cable ordered and replaced. Minor leakage from right front axle seal. Seal replaced.
The sensor to the cam shaft had blown also. Shop could not replicate. Seems an issue similar to
cold mornings where the window won't roll down - condensation freezing. Gears and syncros
repaired under warranty. Only after driving many miles. Like overheating of Transmission.
Problem was shifter park sensor. Replaced entire shifter. Occasional wheel hop in 1st gear with
aggressive throttle. The issue should be prevented with revised OEM engine and transmission
mounts. Transmission replaced under warranty. No complaints! Dealership agreed and replaced
overly worn bearings in transmission. Extensive labor costs due to solenoid being inside
transmission and side panel having to be removed. Only happens randomly might happen one
week might happen again three weeks later. Lubricated rear strut mounts for remove squeek.
Could not be driven at all. Had to pull over and have car towed. Entire clutch assembly and
master cylinder had to be replaced. The car was abused while someone test drove it before I
bought it. It is a common problem for this tranny with miles. Cost to repair nearly the same as
cost to replace. Replaced with new tranny. Also replaced clutch for normal maintainence.
Output shaft possibly broke and destroyed gears. Removed tranny, opened case and metal
chunks fell out. On to tranny 3, replacing with FORD! On to number 4. All kinds of issues on this
one. A gear actually came loose on a shaft and was being pushed up against the casing. See
TrueDelta's information for all Coupes and Sedans. See TrueDelta's information for all Chevrolet
models. Chevrolet Cobalt Transmission Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to
see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. CV boot on right axle
failed, leading to ultimately require the axle to also be replaced. Car would not shift into reverse.
The two sensors in the transmission were burnt to a crisp. On cold mornings, gear shift won't
shift out of first or second gear until car warms up won't shift to right. Automatic shift indi
scanner danner forum
ford econoline forum
how to change a bulb
cator wouldn't move, had to replace shifter under warranty. Bad Synchros on 3rd and 4th gear

manual trans. Transmission started hard shifting after Keys were changed and Coolant Flush.
Every time I take my car for any problem it comes back with another problem. Vehicle was
jumping when downshifting from 2nd to 1st gear and slipping going from 1st to 2nd gear. Key
was stuck in ignition. Replaced broken axle due to abuse. Mechanic at oil change shop noticed
vibration in clutch pedal during routine maintenance. Transmission shift solenoid replaced.
Transmission hard clunk going from park to reverse on level surface. Passenger-side axle seal
leaking, ordered part and replace by self; Replaced transmission fluid. Adjusted clutch linkage
for less vibration. Clutch completely lost pressure while driving. Overdrive no longer works so i
take city streets to commute, highway cannot drive over Broken cv joint - Fixed under Warrenty.
Transmission blew up again! Another transmission bites the dust.

